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The recent results on the theoretical analysis of particle production and
correlation in relativistic heavy-ion collisions at the LHC and RHIC within
the hydrokinetic model (HKM) and its extended version — integrated hy-
drokinetic model (iHKM) are addressed. The study of strange K meson
spectrum and femtoscopy scales is discussed along with the pion ones for the
case of LHC Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. ThemT-dependence of

spectra and longitudinal femtoscopy scales at the LHC, obtained in HKM
simulations, is compared with the results given by simple analytical for-
mulas including the effective temperature on the hypersurface of maximal
particle emission, emission proper time, and transverse flow intensity. The
influence of K∗(892) resonance decays and hadron re-scatterings at the
afterburner stage of the collision on the interferometry radii is analyzed.
The related problem of K∗(892) effective identification and reliable yield
measurement in view of hadron re-scatterings is also investigated for RHIC
and LHC energy cases. The application of the FSI formalism with account
for residual correlation effect to modeling of the pΛ and pΞ correlation
functions using the source functions calculated in HKM is also considered.
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1. Introduction

The study of spatiotemporal extents of the emission sources for differ-
ent particle species, produced in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, serves as
a good instrument for the study of the properties of hot and dense mat-
ter created in these processes, since the structure of particle emission is
essentially defined by the collision dynamics [1–4]. The most common di-
rect method for such an analysis is the correlation femtoscopy or intensity
interferometry [5], which allows one to measure the interferometry radii, as-
sociated with the homogeneity lengths of a particle emission region. They
are usually extracted from a Gaussian fit to the two-particle momentum
correlation function. Determining the dependence of the femtoscopy scales
on pair transverse average momentum kT = |pT1 + pT2|/2 or transverse
mass mT (m2

T = m2 + (|pT1 + pT2|/2)2 = m2 + k2
T) for different particle

species allows to test the applicability of different matter evolution scenar-
ios and particle emission pictures in the collision process. For instance, if
one supposes the hydrodynamic approximation with negligible transverse
flow to be justified for A + A collision, then the longitudinal radii RL(mT)

should have similarm−1/2
T behavior for pions and kaons, even up to complete

mT-scaling in the common freeze-out case [2, 3]. However, in reality, the par-
ticle emission picture is much more complicated and the results are a product
of interplay of a number of various factors, and it requires a thorough anal-
ysis to be performed in a very detailed A+A collision model.

The hydrokinetic model (HKM) [6], which simulates the evolution pro-
cess of the system formed in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, was designed
to describe and predict different bulk observables measured in experiments
at RHIC and LHC. In particular, a good description was obtained in HKM
for pion, kaon, proton and all charged particle spectra at different central-
ities together with the corresponding elliptic flows [6]. A prediction as for
reduction of the Rout/Rside ratio at the LHC as compared to the RHIC was
made in HKM [7] and then experimentally confirmed. The pion and kaon
femtoscopic scales at RHIC [6, 8] and LHC [6, 9] were also calculated in
the model. Moreover, not only the interferometry radii, but also the non-
Gaussian source functions for pions and kaons were successfully described
for the top RHIC energy and predicted for the LHC one [10]. In addition
to the results related to heavy-ion collision, a good description of pion in-
terferometry radii in the LHC p + p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV was reached

in hydrokinetic model with the quantum uncertainty principle corrections
applied to a quasi-classical event generator results [11].

As for the mT-scaling between pion and kaon femtoscopy radii at the
LHC, HKM predicts [9] that it is violated, and the kT scaling (for kT >
k0 ≈ 0.4 GeV/c) takes place instead. The reasons for such a behavior are
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analyzed within HKM in [12] and the results of that study are discussed in
the current paper below. It appears that the breaking ofmT-scaling is caused
by the interplay of the following factors: strong transverse collective flows,
non-Gaussian shape of the correlation function, particle re-scatterings and
resonance decays at the afterburner stage of the system’s evolution, where
produced particles continue to re-scatter and annihilate, gradually escaping
from the fireball to finally travel towards the detectors without interaction.

The intensity of particle collisions at the afterburner stage can be probed
by analyzing the effectiveness of strange K(892)∗ resonances registration by
their decays into Kπ pairs. The point is that the interactions between
daughter hadrons do not allow to identify all the produced K∗s, so the
resulting fraction of restored resonances strongly depends on the hadron
interaction intensity at 3–5 fm/c after the afterburner stage beginning. In
addition, the experimental particle number ratios, regarded as a source of
information about the collision dynamics and the properties of matter at the
chemical freeze-out (at the temperature T ≈ 160 MeV), also diverge from
their true values. In this paper, we consider how the hadronic re-scatterings
at the afterburner stage affect the observability of strangeK(892)∗ resonance
utilizing the integrated hydrokinetic model (iHKM) for the case of Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC. We consider different centrality classes at the collision
energy

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The calculation results for the LHC case are

then compared with experimental data from RHIC presented by the STAR
Collaboration.

At last, we deal with the problem of the final state interaction (FSI)
analysis of baryon–(anti)baryon correlations. Namely, taking the results
obtained earlier within the Lednicky–Lyuboshitz analytical model for the
pΛ case as a starting point, we present theoretical predictions as for the
pΞ correlation functions (CF), obtained within the so-called Koonin–Pratt
(KP) formalism. In this approach, the pair CF is expressed through the
squared modulus of the pair relative wave-function averaged over the Gaus-
sian time-integrated pair separation distribution (the source function). The
latter is defined by the source radius, extracted from the fit to the source
function calculated in iHKM. The effect of residual correlations is also taken
into account using an effective analytical approximation introduced as an
additional term into the model expression for the correlation function.

2. π and K meson spectra and femtoscopy scales

2.1. Analytical formula for femtoscopy scales

The system’s evolution simulation in hydrokinetic model consists of two
stages — the hydrodynamic expansion of the (locally) thermally and chemi-
cally equilibrated matter and gradual system decoupling, which starts when
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the equilibrium gets lost. For the description of the first stage, the ideal
hydrodynamics approximation is utilized and the second one is described
within the hydrokinetic approach, based on the integral Boltzmann equa-
tions. Then, on some spacelike hypersurface, one performs switching to
UrQMD hadronic cascade [13]. For the calculations presented here, the sim-
plified HKM variant is utilized [14], where a sudden switch is performed
from collective matter evolution to a particle cascade at the hadronization
hypersurface, chosen to be the isotherm T = 165 MeV. As a result of the
model, one gets a set of produced particle momenta and coordinates that
serve for building necessary observables.

The initial conditions for the hydro evolution in HKM are set by specify-
ing the initial transverse energy density profile ε0(rT) and the initial trans-
verse flow y0(rT) at the initial proper time τ0. For the case of A + A
collisions, we take τ0 = 0.1 fm/c, and ε0(rT) is generated in GLISSANDO
MC Glauber code [15]. The normalization constant ε0, being the maximal
initial energy density, is fixed from the mean charged particle multiplicity in
the considered experiment.

In order to analyze the role of different factors in defining the particle
emission picture in HKM and find the way of determination of the approxi-
mate particle maximal emission time in the experiment, we consider here the
logic of the spectra formation and some analytical estimates for the spectra
and femtoscopy scales. In the hydrodynamic approach based on Boltzmann
equations [16, 17], it can be shown that, although the freeze-out in general
case has a finite time width, the momentum spectra are still well-described
within the Cooper–Frye prescription (CFp) [18]. In such a case, the freeze-
out duration is defined by the inverse of the particle collision rate at the
maximal emission points for particles with momentum p, (tσ(r, p), r). In
most cases, the hypersurface consisting of all such points does not com-
pletely enclose the originally dense matter. Since for each concrete p the
related hypersurface piece σp is always spacelike, the utilization of such gen-
eralized Cooper–Frye prescription allows to avoid automatically the general
problem of standard CFp, namely the negative contributions to the particle
spectrum from non-spacelike parts of the common freeze-out hypersurface.

Following the results of [17, 19, 20], let us regard the hypersurface τ =
τm.e. = const of constant proper time (limited in transverse dimension rT)
as the hypersurface of maximal emission for particles with comparably soft
momenta p (for the hard momentum particles with pT > 0.8 GeV/c, such
hypersurface is not suitable due to space-time correlation presence [19, 20]).
Then, the bosonic Wigner function in most central events will be given by

fl.eq.(x, p) =
1

(2π)3
[exp(βp · u(τm.e., rT)− βµ)− 1]−1 ρ(rT) (1)
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with the Gaussian cutoff factor [19, 20], suppressing the contribution from
high-momentum particles, emitted from rapidly moving fluid elements with
cosh ηT(rT)� 1,

ρ(rT) = exp[−α(cosh ηT(rT)− 1)] . (2)

Here, β = 1/T is the temperature reciprocal at τm.e., xµ = (τ cosh ηL, rT,
τ sinh ηL) is the 4-coordinate with longitudinal rapidity ηL = arctanh vL =
1
2 ln t+xL

t−xL , transverse rapidity ηT = arctanh vT(rT), and uµ(x) = (cosh ηL

cosh ηT,
rT
rT

sinh ηT, sinh ηL cosh ηT) — the hydrodynamic velocity.
According to [19, 20] and in the view of improved CFp [17], the parameter

α = R2
v/R

2
T, where RT is the transverse homogeneity length in rT (near

rT = 0 for small kT) along the hypersurface τ = τm.e. = const, and Rv is
the hydrodynamic length, Rv = (v′(rT))−1, near the same rT. The small α
means a very intensive flow, such that the hydrodynamic length Rv appears
to be much smaller than the homogeneity length RT. The case of very
large α corresponds to Rv =∞, i.e. absence of the transverse flow.

Within introduced formalism, the boson single particle spectrum and the
correlation function will be written as follows:

p0
d3N

d3p
=

∫
σm.e.(p)

dσµ p
µfl.eq.(x, p) , (3)

C(p, q) ≈ 1 +

∣∣∣∫σm.e.(k) dσµ k
µfl.eq.(x, k) exp(iqx)

∣∣∣2(∫
σm.e.(k) dσµ kµfl.eq.(x, k)

)2 , (4)

where q = p1 − p2, kµ =
(√

m2 +
(
p1+p2

2

)2
, p1+p2

2

)
. Here the smoothness

and mass shell approximations are applied, so that k ≈ p = (p1 + p2)/2 and
the 4-vector q has only three independent components. The latter can be
selected along the beam axis, qlong ≡ ql, along the pair transverse momentum
vector kT, qout ≡ qo, and along side direction, qside ≡ qs, orthogonal to both
long and out directions.

Applying then the saddle point method (in complex plane) to the calcula-
tion of the spectra and correlation function (4) in Boltzmann approximation
for longitudinally boost-invariant expansion, one will obtain in LCMS [21]

C(k, ql, qs = qo = 0) = 1+
exp
[

2
λ2

(
1−
√

1+τ2λ4q2
l

)]
[
1 + τ2λ4q2

l

]3/2 kT→∞−→ 1+exp
(
−λ2

Lq
2
l

)
,

(5)
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where according to [19, 20], λ is defined as

λ2 =
λ2

L

τ2
=

T

mT

(
1− v̄2

T

)1/2
. (6)

Here, λL = τ
√

T
mT

(1− v̄2
T)1/2 is the longitudinal homogeneity length in

presence of the transverse flow, v̄T is the transverse velocity in the saddle
point, v̄T = kT/(mT+αT ), T = Tm.e. is the temperature at the hypersurface
of maximal emission, τ = τm.e.. The dependece on qo and qs is neglected
since the correlation function behavior in long direction does not depend
on the transverse velocity profile at the hypersurface of maximal emission,
depending only on the parameter α. The out and side projections are, on
the contrary, quite sensitive to the details of the velocity profile.

At largemT/T � 1, when the correlation function shape is Gaussian, the
interferometry radii coincide with homogeneity lengths. In the case of pure
Bjorken expansion (no transverse flow, v̄T = 0), one has RL = λL = τ

√
T
mT

(first obtained in [2]). In [22], the authors proposed the correction to the
radii for small mT/T ≈ 1, probably applicable for pions at zero transverse
flow

R2
L = λ2

L → λ2
L

K2

(
mT
T

)
K1

(
mT
T

) , (7)

whereKn are modified Bessel functions. As one can see from (5), atmT/T ≈
1, the correlation function is essentially non-Gaussian, so the radius RL

describes only the peak of the correlation function, that corresponds to the
Gaussian approximation at small ql, C(ql) = 1 + exp(−R2

Lq
2
l )1.

Supposing boost-invariant longitudinal expansion, from (5) at small ql

one can obtain for the radii at transverse flow with arbitrary velocity profile

R2
L(kT) = τ2λ2

(
1 + 3

2λ
2
)
. (8)

Comparing this result with (7) for pure Bjorken picture (α → ∞ in our
notation), we find that the difference between two results in all actual kT

intervals for pion pairs is only 1–3%. However, our expression (8) is justified
for the case of collective flows of arbitrary intensity, which is important when
describing the LHC collisions.

2.2. Fitting the HKM results

Analyzing the mT-dependence of RL in the approximation of 1D hy-
drodynamics, one finds that mT-scaling should take place — such radius

1 For the detailed analysis of different analytical approximations for the femtoscopy
scales, see [21].
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behavior was obtained already in [2], namely RL ∝
√
T/mT. Application of

(7) and (8) in this case (it corresponds to α =∞⇒ v̄T = 0) also results in
scaling, RL = RL(τ,mT/T ) .

However, the results of HKM simulations for LHC energies show the
absence of mT scaling [9]. To investigate the physical reasons leading to
this, we calculated the pion and kaon radii in HKM with UrQMD cascade
switched off (but with resonance decays still implemented) and tried to fit
the obtained points with (8) at α =∞. As one can see, in Fig. 1 the fits are
quite bad (χ2/n.d.f. = 2562.31 for pions and χ2/n.d.f. = 585.24 for kaons),
and there is no mT-scaling as well as in the case of full HKM simulations.
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Fig. 1. The mT dependencies of longitudinal femtoscopy radius RL calculated in
HKM model without re-scattering stage for KchKch and π−π− pairs (markers)
together with the corresponding fits (lines) according to formula (8) where trans-
verse flow is absent (α = ∞). The temperature is T = 165 MeV. The results are
related to

√
sNN = 2.76 GeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC, c = 0–5%, |η| < 0.8,

0.14 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c.

The quality of the fits grows dramatically if one sets α in (8) to have
a finite value in order to account for non-zero transverse flow (see Fig. 2).
Now, RL depends on both mT/T and kT/T variables, so the scaling between
analytical curves disappears. Thus, one of the reasons of mT-scaling viola-
tion in HKM is the existence of strong transverse flow in simulations related
to LHC heavy-ion collision experiments. The satisfactory pion and kaon
radii description is obtained with the same temperature parameter value,
T = 165 MeV, and maximal emission times τπ = 7.41 fm/c for pions and
τK = 7.56 fm/c for kaons. For both mesons, α = 2.8.

Apart from the transverse flow, scaling can be violated because of non-
Gaussian form of the corresponding correlation functions and the re-scatter-
ing interactions at the afterburner stage of system’s evolution. For analyzing
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Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1 but fits account now for the intensive transverse
flow, α = 2.8. The time parameters for pions and kaons are τπ = 7.41 fm/c and
τK = 7.56 fm/c correspondingly, Tπ = TK = 165 MeV.

the influence of these factors, the results of calculations in full HKM (with
UrQMD cascade) should be used. The parameters T and α appearing in
the fitting formula for radii can be fixed from the fit to respective particle
momentum spectra, e.g. from the combined fit to pion and kaon spectra
calculated in HKM with account for the transverse flow. Fitting the spectra
can be carried out based on the following formula, obtained in the same
approximation as (5) [20]

p0
d3N

d3p
∝ exp

[
− (mT/T + α)

(
1− v̄2

T

)1/2]
. (9)

Figure 3 shows the result of the combined pion–kaon spectrum fit (9)
to HKM points together with the experimental data [23] in pT-range of
0.5–1.0 GeV/c. The temperature parameter was put to be the same for
both particle species, and the extracted parameter values are the following:
T = 144± 3 MeV, απ = 5.0± 3.5 and αK = 2.2± 0.7. The obtained values
with the respective errrors are substituted then to (8) in order to fit the
femtoscopy scalesmT-dependence. Since the formulas (7) and (8) are related
to the Gaussian radii, describing only the small q region when the correlation
function is non-Gaussian, we use the limited fitting range, q = 0–0.04 GeV/c,
at extraction the interferometry radii from the full HKM. The corresponding
radii mT dependence is shown in Fig. 4 together with the analytical fit
according to Eq. (8), with T and α constrained based on the combined
spectra fit. The pion and kaon times of maximal emission extracted from
the fit are τπ = 9.44± 0.02 fm/c and τK = 12.40± 0.04 fm/c, respectively,
while the rest of parameters take values Tπ = 147 MeV, TK = 141 MeV,
απ = 8.5 and αK = 1.5.
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Fig. 3. Pion (upper/blue) and kaon (lower/red) momentum spectra in Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC,

√
sNN = 2.76 GeV. Open squares show experimental values

[23], triangles show HKM results, black lines correspond to combined (with the
same temperature T ) pion and kaon spectra fit according to (9).
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Fig. 4. The same as in Figs. 1 and 2 but radii are calculated in the full HKM model
including re-scattering stage. To reduce the effect of the non-Gaussian correlation
functions, we take more narrow fitting range for them, q = 0–0.04 GeV/c. The
fit parameters T and α correspond to combined pion and kaon spectra fitting. At
Tπ = 147 MeV, TK = 141 MeV, απ = 8.5 and αK = 1.5, extracted maximal
emission times are τπ = 9.44± 0.02 fm/c and τK = 12.40± 0.04 fm/c.

Another way of comparison of the pion and kaon emission pictures in
HKM is examining the plots based on the respective invariant emission func-
tionsG(x, p) = p0 d7N

d4xd3p
. In Fig. 5, one can see the reduced emission function
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averaged over all momentum angles g(rT, τ ; pT) = p0d6N
drodrsdηdτdpTdy

∣∣∣
rs=0

for

pions and kaons at 0.2 < pT < 0.3 Gev/c in the central rapidity bins for both
space-time η and momentum y rapidities2. The times of the maximal emis-
sion extracted from the fits to interferometry radii are in good agreement
with the presented HKM emission picture. As one can notice, the kaon
radiation has two maxima: the first one at the proper time τ = 10 fm/c
and the second, broader and less pronounced, is at τ ≈ 14–15 fm/c. The
origination of this second local maximum must be connected with decays of
strange K∗(892) resonance into Kπ pairs containing additional K±(493.7)
particles. Then, how the single obtained fit parameter τK ≈ 12 fm/c should
be interpreted? Apparently, it can be understood as some effective (or mean)
maximal emission time for kaons, corresponding to the actual two emission
time maxima.
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Fig. 5. The momentum angle averaged emission functions per units of space-time
and momentum rapidities g(τ, rT, pT) [fm−3] (see the body text) for pions (a) and
kaons (b) obtained from the HKM simulations of Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC√
sNN = 2.76 GeV, 0.2 < pT < 0.3 GeV/c, |y| < 0.5, c = 0–5%.

This “mean” time is larger than the time of pion maximal emission,
and the inequality between two values is much bigger in the case when
hadron re-scatterings are switched on in the model (“full” mode). Such
peculiarity can be explained by the consideration that in the regime when
only resonance decays are implemented, the additional kaon emission source
leads only to deviation of the CF shape from the Gaussian one, since fast
K∗ free streaming with subsequent decays into K± does not remind the
hydrodynamic expansion of fluid elements, forming the source of primary
kaons. In contrast, the re-scattering stage supposes that K∗s are involved
in some kind of collective motion, thus affecting the longitudinal radius
connected with the maximal emission time.

2 Such a form of the emission function, in out and side rT components, was used
in [19–21] when deriving the analytical approximation for the correlation function.
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As a result of performed fitting for the full HKM RL points and the HKM
momentum spectra, we arrive at different T and α parameter values for pions
and kaons. It means that re-scatterings and resonance decays also lead to
the mT-scaling destruction along with already mentioned strong transverse
flow. The influence of the re-scattering on violation of mT-scaling was also
noted in [24].

Now, let us return again to the HKM long radii behavior fitting. Pre-
viously considered points were extracted from the Gaussian fits to HKM
correlation functions in a reduced q-range, q = 0–0.04 GeV/c. However,
in the experimental analysis, one typically utilizes a broader interval, e.g.
q = 0–0.2 GeV/c [25]. Applying (8) for fitting the HKM radii obtained
using such extended range for q, one still gets a good description for pions
(Fig. 6, gray/red line) with parameters constrained by combined spectra
fit (Tπ = 141 MeV, απ = 1.82, τπ = 10.34 ± 0.06 fm/c), but for kaons
(TK = 141 MeV, αK = 1.5, and τK = 11.09 ± 0.02 fm/c), the description
is unsatisfactory (see Fig. 6, solid black/blue line). In order to get an ade-
quate fit for the kaon femtoscopy radii related to a wide q-region, one should
remove restrictions on the αK parameter. In Fig. 6, such a fit is demon-
strated with the temperature T = 144 ± 3 MeV still constrained, but with
free αK and τK (dashed black/blue line). The extracted maximal emission
time τK = 12.65±1.58 fm/c at T = 146 MeV and α = 0.02 is in good agree-
ment with the previous results for narrow-q radii and the particle emission
structure represented by Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. The same as in Fig. 4, but the radii are extracted from the fits to full
HKM correlation functions in a wide q range, q = 0–0.2 GeV/c. As one can
see, the significant deviation of the CF shape from the Gaussian one leads to a
distorted radii mT behavior. At fitting, it can be compensated by decreasing αK
as compared to that obtained from the spectra fit. Experimental data [25] for pions
are demonstrated for comparison.
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As a conclusion, the longitudinal femtoscopy scales corresponding to the
peak of the non-Gaussian correlation function can be well-described by the
T and α parameters extracted from the combined pion and kaon spectra fit,
giving a reliable estimate for the times of maximal particle emission. Still
good estimates can be reached fitting the CF in a wide q range, however,
the αK parameter for kaons should be left unconstrained. As for the very
small resulting αK in this case, it can indicate that due to strong influence
of the re-scattering processes at the afterburner stage of the collision, the
interferometry radius mT behavior cannot be described in a pure hydrody-
namic approach. The deviation of the correlation function shape from the
Gaussian one becomes more pronounced due to re-scatterings. Thus, the
re-scattering stage plays a quite important role in mT scaling violation.

In addition, we present the results for the source radii r0 dependence on
mT for different meson and baryon particle pairs (see Fig. 7). These radii
were extracted from the Gaussian fits to the angle-averaged HKM source
functions S(r) = 1/(4π)

∫ 2π
0

∫ π
0 S(r, θ, φ) sin θdθ dφ. The points in the figure

present HKM points, and the lines show the fits (8) to these points. The
parameter T at the fitting was constrained in accordance with the combined
pion–kaon spectra fit result T = 144 ± 3 MeV, while α and τ were left to
vary freely. With the parameters T = 141 MeV for all the particle pairs,
τππ = 11.47± 0.03 fm/c, τKK = 11.26± 0.04 fm/c, τpp = 11.30± 0.13 fm/c,
τpΛ = 12.44 ± 0.29 fm/c, the fits describe the HKM results unexpectedly
good. The parameter α for all the pairs is about 104 and more, i.e. actually
α → ∞. This simply means that there are no transverse flows in the pair
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Fig. 7. The mT dependencies of ππ, KchKch, pp and pΛ source radii r0 ex-
tracted from corresponding angle-averaged source functions calculated in HKM
for
√
sNN = 2.76 GeV Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC, c = 0–5%, |η| < 0.8.

Transverse momentum ranges are 0.14 < pT < 1.5 GeV/c for pions and kaons,
0.7 < pT < 4.0 GeV/c for protons and 0.7 < pT < 5.0 GeV/c for Lambdas.
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rest frame. The transverse velocity saddle point for fluid elements in rest
is naturally zero. To our surprise, we see that for demonstrated radii, the
mT-scaling takes place.

3. Strange K∗ resonance identification in iHKM

The clarification of the re-scattering stage role in the kaon emission pic-
ture is closely connected with the problem of K(892)∗ resonance experimen-
tal identification. Being itself the source of secondary kaons, the K∗ can also
serve as a probe for properties of the system, formed in heavy-ion collision
at the late stages of its evolution.

In current section, we present the results of simulations in the integrated
hydrokinetic model (iHKM) [26] concerning the K(892)∗ yields in Pb+Pb
collisions at the LHC energy

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV for the case of 8 centrality

classes: c = 0–5%, c = 5–10%, c = 10–20%, c = 20–30%, c = 30–40%,
c = 40–50%, c = 50–60%, and c = 60–70%. The iHKM model is an im-
proved version of HKM, which includes, in addition to the latter, an energy-
momentum transport model of the prethermal stage of the matter evolution
in the collision and the viscous (not ideal as in HKM) hydrodynamics. The
results below are obtained in the full publication being prepared [27].

Experimental identification ofK(892)∗0 resonances is performed through
the track forks of their decays into K+π− pairs. Such restoration is compli-
cated by several factors. First, because of comparably (with long-lived reso-
nances) short K(892)∗’s lifetime (about 4 fm/c), the intensive re-scattering
processes occurring at the “afterburner” stage of the matter evolution results
in the two opposing effects:

(a) the reduction of the Kπ pairs number identified as K∗ due to momem-
tum diffusion of kaons and pions in the daughter pair, and

(b) the enhancement of K∗ yield caused by pseudo-elastic interactions
between hadrons, producing extra resonances.

Also the kaon–pion correlations of various origins, e.g. event-by-event elliptic
flow and residual ones, are subject to misinterpretation and may be taken for
the K–π bound state. The experimental misidentification issue also plays
some role here. And at last, the imperfection of the invariant mass criterion,
applied to the relevant Kπ pairs selection may result in rejection of the pairs
of interest or accept of the wrong pairs.

The joint impact of the first two competing effects on the K∗ identifica-
tion effectiveness can be studied within iHKM framework. For this purpose,
one calculates the two K∗ numbers: the number of actual K∗0 particles,
generated at the hadronization hypersurface and coming from the resonance
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decays, and the number of K+π− pairs, identified as coming from K∗0 decay
after the UrQMD cascade stage3. The rapidity and transverse momentum
cuts for K+π− pairs are chosen to be |y| < 0.5 and 0.2 < kT < 10 GeV/c.
We use the following criterion for the pair K+π− relevance to K∗0 decay:
all the spatial coordinates of particle last collision points have to differ by
less than 0.01 fm, |xKi −xπi | < 0.01 fm, while the pair invariant mass should
differ from the invariant mass of K(892)∗0, which is MK∗ = 895.94 MeV, by
less than 100 MeV.

The dependence of the fraction of “identified” K∗s obtained in iHKM
on the collision centrality is demonstrated in Fig. 8 for Pb+Pb processes at
the LHC energy

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. As one can see, this fraction increases

from 0.78 for 5% most central collisions to 0.92 for the peripheral collisions
with c = 60–70%. Actually, this is an expected behavior — in the cen-
tral collisions rather extensive, hot and dense long-living system is formed,
transforming subsequently into strongly re-scattering particles, that leads
eventually to the problems with K∗ identification. Such situation does not
take place in the periphery collisions, where most of the nucleons in collid-
ing nuclei pass near each other without intensive interaction, and effective
interaction volume is relatively small.
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Fig. 8. The fraction of K+π− pairs coming from K(892)∗ decay, which can be
identified as K∗ daughters in iHKM simulations after the particle re-scattering
stage modeled within UrQMD hadron cascade. The simulations correspond to
LHC Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV with different centralities.

The reason for the fraction of identifiable K∗ not to reach unity even
for essentially non-central collisions may lie in the imperfection of invariant
mass criterion. Integrating the Breit–Wigner invariant mass distribution
for K(892)∗0 in the range of (MK∗ − 100 MeV,MK∗ + 100 MeV), one will

3 Usually in the experiment, the K̄∗0 and K∗± yields are analyzed as well, however
our simulations show that the identification efficiency for these resonances is very
close to the results for K∗0, so in what follows, we will mention only K∗0s, implying
that the same concerns also K̄∗0 and K∗± resonances.
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obtain the result close to 0.85. It means that in theory, only 85% of K∗s are
restorable using the described criterion. A possible explanation of a larger
value 0.92, obtained in iHKM, can be related to misidentification of Kπ
pairs, coming from other resonance decays with close invariant mass values
and sufficiently large widths, as coming from K(892)∗0 decays.

The analogous model simulations for the long-living resonances, such as
φ(1020) with lifetime about 50 fm/c which decays into K+K− and K0

LK
0
S

pairs, demonstrate a rather good observability of this particles for all the
considered centrality classes. The fraction of identified φ(1020) is even about
10% larger than unity, that can be the manifestation of KK correlations.
Such a result indicate that lifetime of φ(1020) is much larger than the du-
ration of the afterburner stage, so the re-scatterings do not reduce the yield
of these resonances, rather opposite effect takes place: the recombination
due to the KK interaction at active phase of the post-hydrodynamic stage
is additional source of φ(1020).

The particle number ratios, such as K∗/K+ ratio, can be the source
of information about the dynamics of particle production in the heavy-ion
collisions. Here, we demonstrate the K∗/K+ number ratios calculated in
the iHKM model for the LHC and RHIC energies. The calculations are
performed at the two different stages: on the hadronization hypersurface
(which is isotherm T = 165 MeV in our simulations), and in the end of
hadron cascade stage. The primary K∗/K ratio values for all the con-
sidered centralities are about 0.5. The final-stage results are presented in
Tables I and II and Fig. 9 for the Au+Au collisions at top RHIC energy
and for Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC energy

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The calcu-

lation results for RHIC are compared with the corresponding experimental
data [28]. Here, kaon pseudorapidity cut is applied, |η| < 0.8, and selected
kaon transverse momentum is limited to 0.2 < pT < 10 GeV/c. As for the
K∗ resonances, they were again “reconstructed” from the decays into K+π−

pairs with |y| < 0.5 and 0.2 < kT < 10 GeV/c. The iHKM calculations
give the results that agree with the RHIC experimental analysis data within
the errors, as it can be seen from the tables and figure. In both RHIC and
LHC cases, the considered particle number ratio decreases approximately
twice in the end of the collision as compared to the “primordial” result at
the hypersurface of hadronization. The “afterburner” K∗/K ratio slightly
increases when collision centrality is decreasing.
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TABLE I

The comparison of K∗/K+ ratio calculated in iHKM for the case of RHIC Au+Au
collisions at

√
sNN = 200 GeV and the experimental data [28] for different centrality

classes.

c K∗/K STAR K∗/K iHKM

0–10% 0.23± 0.01± 0.05 0.21
10–30% 0.24± 0.02± 0.05 0.21
30–50% 0.26± 0.02± 0.06 0.22
50–80% 0.26± 0.02± 0.05 0.23

TABLE II

The K∗/K+ ratio as calculated in iHKM for the case of LHC Pb+Pb collisions at√
sNN = 2.76 TeV for the events from different centrality classes.

c K∗/K iHKM

0–5% 0.19
5–10% 0.19
10–20% 0.20
20–30% 0.20
30–40% 0.21
40–50% 0.22
50–60% 0.23
60–70% 0.24
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Fig. 9. The comparison of K∗/K+ ratio calculated in iHKM for the case of RHIC
Au+Au collisions at

√
sNN =200 GeV and the experimental data [28] for different

centrality classes. The predictions forK∗/K+ ratio in the LHC Pb+Pb collisions at√
sNN =2.76 TeV for the events from different centrality classes are presented too.
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4. Baryon–baryon correlations

This section is devoted to the theoretical description and predictions
of baryon–(anti)baryon correlations induced by the strong and Coulomb
final state interactions in such baryon pairs in relativistic heavy-ion colli-
sions. The common approach to this issue is based on expressing the cor-
relation function through the source function S(r∗) and the relative pair
wave-function ψ(r∗, q∗) using the so-called Koonin–Pratt equation [29–35]

C(q∗) =

∫
d3r∗S(r∗)|ψ(r∗, q∗)|2 . (10)

At typical sizes of particle emission sources, formed in the high-energy
collisions, if one studies the correlation between hadrons interacting solely
strongly, the Lednicky–Lyuboshitz analytical model, utilizing the asymp-
totic expression for ψ(r∗, q∗) at large distances, can be successfully used for
analytical correlation function approximation [29]:

ΨS−k∗(r∗) = e−ik
∗·r∗

+
fS(k∗)

r∗
eik

∗·r∗ , (11)

C(k∗) = 1 +
∑
S

ρS

[
1

2

∣∣∣∣fS(k∗)

r0

∣∣∣∣2(1− dS0
2
√
πr0

)
+

2 Re fS(k∗)√
πr0

F1(2k∗r0)− Im fS(k∗)

r0
F2(2k∗r0)

]
, (12)

where F1(z) =
∫ z

0 dx ex
2−z2/z and F2(z) = (1− e−z2)/z.

The particle strong interaction is characterized by the scattering ampli-
tude fS(k∗), which in the effective range approximation is given by

fS(k∗) =

(
1

fS0
+

1

2
dS0 k

∗2 − ik∗
)−1

, (13)

where fS0 is the scattering length and dS0 is the effective radius for a given
total spin S = 1 or S = 0.

Fitting the experimental CF with (12) allows one to infer the unknown
fS0 and dS0 parameters, defining the interaction within the pair. This pro-
cedure becomes improved if the source radius r0, entering (12), is extracted
from the Gaussian fit to the source function, calculated in realistic collision
model. In the recent papers [36, 37], such an approach, based on the source
functions calculated in HKM and supplemented with the method of effec-
tive accounting for residual correlations, was applied to the description of
pΛ and p̄Λ correlations in 10% most central Au+Au collisions at the top
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RHIC energy [36] (see Figs. 10 and 11), and was used to make a prediction
as for pΛ CF in the 5% most central Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC energy√
sNN = 2.76 TeV [37] (see Figs. 12 and 13). The spin-averaged pΛ scatter-

ing length value was extracted [36] from the fit to the RHIC experimental
CF, measured by the STAR Collaboration [38].
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Fig. 10. The p–Λ ⊕ p̄–Λ̄ correlation function measured by STAR (open markers),
the corresponding fit according to (12) with parameters fixed as in the STAR paper
[38] within the Lednický and Lyuboshitz analytical model [29] (gray solid line) and
our fit within the same model with the source radius r0 extracted from the HKM
calculations (black dashed line).
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Fig. 11. The purity uncorrected p̄–Λ ⊕ p–Λ̄ correlation function measured by
STAR [39] (open markers) and our fit to it (black line), with the Gaussian
parametrization (22) for the residual correlation term Cres(k

∗). The source ra-
dius r0 was fixed at a value extracted from the HKM calculations. The extracted
fit parameters are Re f0 = 0.14±0.66 fm, Im f0 = 1.53±1.31 fm, β = 0.034±0.005

and R = 0.48± 0.05 fm, with χ2/n.d.f. = 0.87.
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Fig. 12. The HKM prediction for purity corrected p–Λ⊕ p̄–Λ̄ correlation function in
the LHC Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV, c = 0–5%, |η| < 0.8, with 0.7 <

pT < 4 GeV/c for protons and 0.7 < pT < 5 GeV/c for Lambdas (gray/red line).
The LHC source radius value calculated in HKM is r0 = 3.76 fm. The Lednický–
Lyuboshitz fit to the top RHIC energy correlation function, corresponding to the
STAR experiment [38], with r0 = 3.23 fm extracted from the HKM source function
is presented for comparison (black/blue line).
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Fig. 13. The same as in Fig. 12 for purity uncorrected p̄–Λ⊕ p–Λ̄ correlation func-
tion. The HKM source radius for LHC is r0 = 3.76 fm. The purity λ(k∗) is the
same as for the RHIC case [38]. The scattering length real and imaginary parts,
Re f0 and Im f0, are taken from the fit to RHIC CF that corresponds to Fig. 6
from [36], where HKM source radius r0 = 3.28 fm and the Gaussian parametriza-
tion (22) for the residual correlation contribution Cres(k

∗) are utilized. For the
LHC fit, the Cres(k

∗) parameter β coincides with that for RHIC, while parameter
R is scaled by the factor rLHC

0 /rRHIC
0 . The LHC fit is determined up to errors in

parameters Re f0, Im f0, β and R, that is illustrated by the gray band around the
LHC curve.
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However, when we wish to apply the developed method to the description
of the correlations in pairs, where the Coulomb interaction is also present,
we should accordingly modify the theoretical formula for the correlation
function. Following [40], we describe long-range Coulomb interaction with
the amplitude

ψ−k∗(r∗) = eiδC
√
AC(η)

[
e−ik

∗r∗
F (−iη, 1, iξ) + fC(k∗)

G̃(ρ, η)

r∗

]
, (14)

where ξ = k∗r∗ + k∗r∗ ≡ ρ(1 + cos θ∗), ρ = k∗r∗, η = (k∗a)−1, a =
(µz1z2e

2)−1 is the two-particle Bohr radius including the sign of the in-
teraction, δC = argΓ (1 + iη) is the Coulomb s-wave phase shift, AC(η) is
the Coulomb penetration factor,

F (α, 1, z) = 1 + αz/1!2 + α(α+ 1)z2/2!2 + . . . (15)

is the confluent hypergeometric function and G̃ =
√
AC(G0 + iF0) is a com-

bination of the regular (F0) and singular (G0) s-wave Coulomb functions

G̃(ρ, η) = P (ρ, η) + 2ηρ [ln |2ηρ|+ 2C − 1 + χ(η)]B(ρ, η) . (16)

Here C .
= 0.5772 is the Euler constant, the functions

B(ρ, η) =

∞∑
s=0

Bs , B0 = 1 , B1 = ηρ , . . .

P (ρ, η) =
∞∑
s=0

Ps , P0 = 1 , P1 = 0 , . . . (17)

are defined by the following recurrence relations:

(n+ 1)(n+ 2)Bn+1 = 2ηρBn − ρ2Bn−1 ,

n(n+ 1)Pn+1 = 2ηρPn − ρ2Pn−1 − (2n+ 1)2ηρBn , (18)

B(ρ, η) ≡ F0/(ρ
√
AC ) → sin(ρ)/ρ and P (ρ, η) → cos(ρ) in the limit ηρ ≡

r∗/a→ 0. The function

χ(η) = h(η) + iAC(η)/(2η) , (19)

where the function h(η) is expressed through the digamma function ψ(z) =
Γ ′(z)/Γ (z) as follows

h(η) =
[
ψ(iη) + ψ(−iη)− ln

(
η2
)]
/2 . (20)
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Composing the full relative wave function as a superposition of the
Coulomb (14) and strong interaction (11) amplitudes and substituting the
result into (10), where the source function is a Gaussian fit Sfit(r

∗) =

(2
√
πr0)−3e

− r∗2

4r20 to the one-dimensional HKM source function S(r∗) =

1/(4π)
∫ 2π

0

∫ π
0 S(r∗, θ, φ) sin θdθ dφ, one gets the analytical equation for the

correlation function. This equation is rather complicated, so we do not list
it here, limiting our presentation by the results of numerical calculations
based on it.

In what follows, we consider some of results obtained in preparing full
publication [41], the case of pΞ− correlation function in the 5% most central
Pb+Pb LHC collisions at the energy

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. To account for

the residual correlation effect, we follow the procedure developed in [36, 37].
Having a correlation function not corrected for purity, we fit it with the
formula

Cuncorr(k
∗) = 1 + λ(k∗)(C(k∗)− 1) + α(k∗)(Cres(k

∗)− 1) , (21)

where λ(k∗) is the pair purity or the fraction of correctly identified pairs
consisting of primary particles, C(k∗) is “true” correlation function obtained
according to (10), α(k∗) is the fraction of secondary particles which are
residually correlated, α(k∗) = α̃(1 − λ(k∗)) and Cres(k

∗) is the residual
correlation contribution. We take the latter in the Gaussian form [36, 37, 42]

Cres(k
∗) = 1− β̃e−4k∗2R2

, (22)

where β̃ = A > 0 is the annihilation (wide) dip amplitude and R� r0 is the
dip inverse width. One can notice that α̃ and β̃ enter (21) only as a product
α̃β̃, so that it can be treated at fitting as a single parameter β.

In Figs. 14–16, one can see our predictions for the pΞ− and pΞ+ correla-
tion function at the LHC. In the calculations, we use the source radius ex-
tracted from iHKM source functions for pΞ pairs, r0 = 3.1 fm. Strong inter-
action scattering lengths and effective radii are assumed to be the same as for
pΛ pairs in [43] (fs0 = 2.88 fm, f t0 = 1.66 fm, ds0 = 2.92 fm, dt0 = 3.78 fm) and
as obtained for p̄Λ in [36] (Re f0 = 0.14±0.66 fm and Im f0 = 1.53±1.31 fm,
d0 = 0). The parameters R and β describing residual correlations are taken
from [37], β = 0.034± 0.005 and RLHC = 0.55± 0.06 fm. In the first figure,
we present “true” CF, corresponding to the case of pair purity λ = 1 for
two cases: application of the described FSI formalism at all the distances r
between p and Ξ− in the pair rest frame, and both Coulomb and strong in-
teractions switched off at small distances r < 1 fm. The second figure shows
the correlation functions pΞ− with λ different from unity. Here, similarly
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Fig. 14. The pure (purity λ = 1) baryon–baryon correlation function between
primary proton and cascade, pΞ− obtained in iHKM simulations. The Gaussian
radius in the source function distribution in iHKM is 3.1 fm. The scattering lengths
for strong interactions are supposed to be the same as in p–Λ systems. The solid line
is related to assuming the Coulomb plus strong FSI exist at all distances r between
the two baryons in the rest system of the pair. The dashed line corresponds to
switching off all interactions at r < 1 fm. Therefore, the realistic results, accounting
for the baryon kernel in short-range interaction and electromagnetic form-factors
of baryons is supposed to be between these two curves.
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Fig. 15. The prediction for observed baryon–baryon correlation function proton
and cascade, pΞ− obtained in iHKM simulations. The purity that is result of long-
lived resonance decays is found in iHKM as λres = 0.28. The gray lines account
in addition for the purity connected with particle misidentification and some other
detector aspects. We put this additional factor as 0.7, so that the gray lines are
corresponding to λ = 0.7λres = 0.196. The other notations and parameters as in
Fig. 14.
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Fig. 16. The baryon–antibaryon correlation function for primary proton and anti-
cascade, pΞ+, obtained in iHKM simulations. The Gaussian radius in the source
function distribution in iHKM is 3.1 fm. The scattering lengths for strong interac-
tions are supposed to be the same as for Λ̄ extracted from STAR data in Ref. [36].
The black solid line is related to purity λ = 1 in primary baryon–antibaryon sys-
tem. The gray dashed line correspond to the purity that is result of long-lived
resonance decays as it is found in iHKM, λres = 0.28. Solid gray line corresponds
to account for the residual correlations among primary parents of p or/and Ξ+.
The parameters of such a correction are taken from top RHIC energies [36] and
adjusted for LHC space scale by using iHKM similarly to the way it was done for
pΛ in [37] .

to [37], we suppose purity to be close to the fraction of primary proton-
cascade pairs in iHKM simulations, λ = 0.28 (see Table III), perhaps with
some deviations from this value caused by different experimental issues. We

TABLE III

The fractions of pΞ− pairs, primary and coming from different decays calculated
in iHKM.

Pairs Fractions [%]

pprim–Ξ−
prim 28

pΛ–Ξ−
prim 12

pΣ+–Ξ−
prim 2

pprim–Ξ−
Ξ(1530) 38

pΛ–Ξ−
Ξ(1530) 16

pΣ+–Ξ−
Ξ(1530) 3

pprim–Ξ−
Ω− < 0.7

pΛ–Ξ−
Ω− < 0.3

pΣ+–Ξ−
Ω− < 0.1
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try to effectively account for the latter using the scaling factor 0.7 for the
gray curves in Fig. 15. In Fig. 16, the result for baryon–antibaryon case (i.e.
for pΞ+ pairs) is demonstrated. The black solid line corresponds to pure
CF, λ = 1, while dashed gray line is related to λ = 0.28. The solid gray line
shows the model CF where the residual correlations effect was taken into
account in the way described above.

5. Summary

We have overviewed the recent results on the analysis of meson and
baryon emission structure in relativistic heavy-ion collisions, obtained within
the hydrokinetic and integrated hydrokinetic models. The detailed spa-
tiotemporal picture of particle emission that is calculated in HKM for the
cases of top RHIC and LHC energy collisions allows one to describe the be-
havior of a wide class of bulk observables and investigate the physical nature
of observed effects, revealing the peculiar properties of the matter formed in
the collision, and the process of its evolution.

Using simple analytical approximations, one can, based on the results
of numerical calculations, determine various characteristics of the particle
emission process, in particular, the time of maximal emission for particles of
different species, effective temperature, collective flow parameters. Varying
the model parameters allows one to investigate the role of different factors on
the eventually obtained results. Thus, the violation of mT scaling in the lon-
gitudinal interferometry radii dependence between pions and kaons can be
explained by the influence of strong transverse flow and hadron re-scatterings
at the late stages of the radiating system’s evolution. The resonance decays,
being the source of secondary particles production, also make a contribu-
tion to the final emission picture. In such a way, the K∗ resonance decays
produce the additional amount of kaons which are then subject of intensive
re-scatterings at the afterburner stage, that significantly affects the observed
behavior of interferometry radii and the extracted maximal emission time.

The dynamics of such re-scattering processes can be probed with the
study of K∗ observability, the possibility to restore these resonances through
the products of their decays. The iHKM simulations show that in central
collisions at the LHC, up to 25% of produced K(892)∗ cannot be identified
due to dissipation of their decay daughters. This implies a quite strong
effect of the re-scattering stage on the experimental measurement results, in
particular on the femtoscopy scales.

The model simulations also help in FSI correlation analysis, allowing
to calculate the emission source functions and facilitate the related fitting
procedure. Another useful model application is finding the realistic pair
purity values and investigating the contribution of the different factors on
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it. Taking into account also the residual correlation effect, one can describe
or predict the correlation functions of interest within different analytical
models. In this paper, we presented such predictions as for pΞ correlation
functions at the LHC energy.
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